
This software-as-a service web application is 
custom-designed for the needs of agricultural 
cooperatives, seed companies, and suppliers of 
fertilizers and agricultural chemicals. 

Level Sensors Eliminate Climbing
AgriView™ does away with the risky, time-consuming task of climbing ladders to take manual 
measurements. Level sensors measure automatically, either continuously or at specified time 
intervals. Non‐contact radar, SmartBob, or battery-powered laser level sensors install simply, while 
wireless devices and gateways cut the cost of installation.

Inventory Levels Always Current
Data is updated each time a sensor takes a new measurement. See how much space remains in a 
grain storage bin. View how many bushels of grain are available to take to market. Be sure you have 
the right chemicals on hand to blend the next batch of fertilizer. Everyone with access to the app will 
be on the same page.

Simplifies the way you manage levels in 
grain bins, fertilizer, and fuels.

Text and Email Alerts Prevent Problems

Focus on priorities by setting alerts to notify key people via 
text or email when levels reach a critical high or low point. 
No need to waste time calling people or tracking them down.

Learn more, visit us at
BinMaster.com/AgriViewSensors & software made simple

Request a demo today
(402) 434-9102
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Levels on Your Phone or iPad
The QuickView feature in AgriView™ is a visual 

snapshot of bin levels. Get instant access when out 
in the field, driving a truck, or coordinating loading or 

unloading. Bins are color-coded with a red, yellow, or green 
alert status that can be sorted by the type of grain, seed, 

chemical, or fuel they contain.

Prevent Overfills & Theft with Automated Alerts
A truckloads feature lets you know how many loads it will take to fill or empty a bin. Drivers can 
unload without the risk and mess of overfilling. Know how many drivers you need to take grain to 
market. View time-stamped trends to see when bins were active and detect suspicious activity.

View silo and tank levels wherever you
are at any time of day or night, on-site or at home. 

Push-Button Reporting
AgriView™ creates the reports for you. Reports can be exported to excel or PDF files for a specific 
date range and shared via email. Use trend features to project when bins will be refilled or when 
chemicals will need to be reordered.

“AgriView™ is for everyone working in 
agriculture looking for an easier way to 
manage inventory.” 

-Iowa fertilizer plant manager

Learn more, visit us at
BinMaster.com/AgriViewSensors & software made simple

Request a demo today
(402) 434-9102


